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Frontloading

•AH-HA moments?

•Most relevant tips?

•One thing you’re going to do?

•Questions you still have?



Why Evaluate?
BUILDING AN EVIDENCE BASE



Why evaluate?

•Make programs better!!

•Ensure you are achieving your mission and goals

•Build your organization’s credibility and become more competitive

•Document changes in youth that can be shared with stakeholders

•Develop systems that support ACA/organizational accreditation



Why evaluate?
Program Design.1 (Camp Goals and Outcomes)

Has the camp…
◦ Established a written statement of overall goals for participants?

◦ Identified in writing specific measurable behavioral outcomes that address the 
developmental needs of campers?

◦ Provided staff with training strategies that help campers achieve established 
outcomes in the camp program?

◦ Informed parents and campers of the goals of the camp experience?

Program Design.2 (Camp Experience Evaluation)

Does the camp…
◦ Have an evaluation system in place that includes multiple sources of feedback, 

includes documents meeting stated goals/outcomes, and is applied to 
improve the quality of the camp experience?
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Barriers and Solutions
WHAT TENDS TO WORK IN CAMP EVALUATION?



BARRIER: Lack of organizational history with 
evaluation



•Are you ready to evaluate 
camp? (This checklist can 
help.)

•Involve staff in conversations 
about needed data that 
would them you improve 
programs/services, better 
understand  stakeholder 
needs, and so on.

Gauge Readiness



BARRIER: Not sure where to start





Begin With Good Questions
• Program questions
• What are my top 3 programs, and which programs underperform?  
• What trends can we identify in our programs and services?

• Camper questions
• How do we make youth better?  Are there times when we make them worse?
• When we impact camper growth and development, how long do those impacts last?

• Staff questions
• How can I better prepare my staff for their roles and responsibilities?
• What’s staff characteristics are most related to positive outcomes in campers?

• Parent questions
• Of all the things we do, what do parents care about most?
• What can we do to improve our parent engagement efforts?





BARRIER: Lack of evaluation expertise



Collaborate

•College and university faculty and students can serve as resources  
collaborators, or consultants

•ACA’s online community (“ACA Connect”)

• Collaboration elements: equal partners, sensitive to organization 
needs/history, openness, ability to leverage strengths to overcome 
weaknesses, clear communication.



BARRIER: Evaluation hasn’t been a priority in 
the past



Resource Your Evaluation Efforts

• Organizations fund what they value, and they value what they 
fund

• Treat evaluation like a “program area” that receives appropriate 
resources and staff attention

•Identify your needs well in advance; Begin with the end in mind



BARRIER: We offer lots of activities and target 
many outcomes; Evaluation will be a nightmare



Focus on a Small Set of Outcomes

•Don’t try to target too many outcomes in one summer.  Don’t collect 
data you’re not going to use.

•Consider your mission as a starting point. What outcomes are most 
central to your mission? (For example…is satisfaction part of your 
mission?)

•As you think about outcomes, consider the relationship between what 
staff do and the result for youth participants (i.e., “If staff do this, then 
campers will….”) 



Establish Benchmarks

•Identify benchmarks as your create your evaluation plan (for your 
org’s evaluation process; for your targeted outcomes) 

•High-quality camps benchmark their programs with comparable 
(often exemplary) camps

•Create a common jargon and shared understanding of what you 
want to accomplish. Staff benefit from goals and tangible metrics



BARRIER: Unsure about what types of data 
we should collect



Numbers and Words

•Data collection begins with good evaluation questions (see 
previous point about where to start)

•Using numeric scales (quantitative data) as well as open-ended 
questions or oral responses (qualitative data) can help you answer 
different questions

•Consider your capacity to collect and analyze the data, and then 
collect what you can manage.



BARRIER: Our eval form was created years 
ago, but we don’t know how to improve it



Use Existing Measures

•Use existing, previously tested and validated measures, scales, 
instruments (avoid “redoing the wheel”)

•Be careful with customization

•If you choose to design your own, do it right.  (See previous point 
about collaboration)



BARRIER: Evaluation takes too much time



Focus, Pilot, Simplify

•Evaluation does take time, but it shouldn’t overly burden the people 
you’re collecting data from 

•Test your measures with small “pilot” groups. Have staff review your 
measures, as well as individuals outside your organization (look or 
errors, omissions, confusing or extraneous questions)

•Remove questions that aren’t central to your evaluation effort 
(remember the importance of “good questions”).  Shorten your 
measures and methods as much as possible.



BARRIER: Stakeholders (campers, parents, 
staff) don’t seem to care about evaluation



Secure Staff Buy-In

•Staff must have buy-in; they are key to the success of any camp evaluation 
effort

•Clearly identify roles and responsibilities 

•Assign a camp staff who can be a “champion” of the evaluation process

•Give staff recognition for their contributions to the process



Engage Your Stakeholders

Tell stakeholders why their input is important, and how they can get involved 
in the evaluation process.  Help them understand how critical they are to the 
ongoing quality of the camp experience.

Don’t rely on only one method of communication for engaging stakeholders 
in camp evaluation processes…some systems may fail, some are more 
effective than others

Market your evaluation efforts intentionally (like a separate program)



BARRIER: No one reads the survey questions, 
they just quickly mark an answer (or skip it)



Ask Better Questions

Tell them why it matters!  How will camp be better because of their feedback?

Assign staff to closely monitor on-site camper survey processes

Provide incentives to encourage quality completion

If you use online surveys, must ensure a fail-safe way to collect email addresses.

Have follow-up processes to give people a 2nd opportunity to respond.



Pay Attention to How your Evaluation is 
Implemented

•A focus on quality and intentionality requires commitment

•Don’t let great get in the way of good

•Administration must support program design and data collection 
procedures

•It is critical that an evaluation plan be implemented by staff as 
designed (i.e., fidelity)

•All the work you do to target outcomes won’t matter if the 
quality of the data is poor or if your response rate is low



Prepare for the Unexpected

•Asking questions of your stakeholders may 
provoke new and unplanned reactions

•Some communications may be directed to 
Spam, Junk, or “Clutter” folders

•Surveys might not be printed correctly

•Procedures might be forgotten or overlooked



BARRIER: Limited experience with data 
collection and analysis



Engage a Collaborator or Consultant

•Use your collaborator or consultant to help you use the best 
approach for data analysis given your questions, your method, an 
the quality of your data.

•Web-based tools designed to produce simple results can help



BARRIER: Not sure how to report findings in a 
meaningful way



Visualize

•Graphically represent your results

•Integrate findings with other organizational 
info: context, history, activities, performance

•Highlight key findings to diverse stakeholders

•Train yourself:  YouTube, Google



BARRIER: We tried evaluation last year, 
and it wasn’t successful 



Embrace the Opportunity to Improve Your 
Organization’s Evaluation Processes

•Consider questions you wish you had asked (Gee I wish I…)

•Assess how the evaluation was actually implemented (Did staff have 
buy-in?, Was the evaluation implemented with fidelity?)

•Celebrate negative and null results (they NEED to be talked about!!)

•Improve your evaluation process and methods for next time





Small Group Guiding Questions

•What barriers to the evaluation process have you experienced?

•Do you currently evaluate your programs? Why?



Resources
TOOLS FOR YOUR CAMP EVALUATION TOOLBOX



Creating Positive Youth Outcomes

A 7-step process for program evaluation to help 
you increase positive youth outcomes. 

A book and resource CD include: 
◦ the evaluation outline 

◦ goals & objectives you might target

◦ a facilitator's guide for staff training 

◦ copy-ready checklists and worksheets 

◦ forms for refining targeted outcomes



DATA SOURCES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

What sources of data will you use?

What will you measure?

How will you collect data?

DESIRED SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

What positive results

can be expected 

within one year? 

(e.g., increased 

program involvement, 

changes in 

knowledge, skills, 

and/or attitudes)e.g., 

work habits, task 

persistence, school 

attendance, social 

skills, reduced 
misconduct)

PROGRAM GOALS

What are you trying to 

accomplish with your 

youth program(s)? 

DESIRED LONG-TERM

OUTCOMES

What positive results 

can be expected 

after one year? (e.g., 

improved grades, 

enhanced civic 

engagement, and so 

on) achievement, 

reduced risky 
behaviors)

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

What are the 

strategies and 

activities used to 
achieve the goals?

What resources will 

you need for each of 

the above elements?



DESIRED SHORT-TERM 

OUTCOMES

Campers will 

participate

Campers will 

experience 

success

Campers will 

have staff and 

peer support

., work habits, task 

persistence, school 

attendance, social 

skills, reduced 

PROGRAM GOALS

Build 

confidence in 

youth

DESIRED LONG-TERM

OUTCOMES

Camper will feel 

more confident

Campers will 

challenge 

themselves 

Camper 

confidence will 

translate into 

success in other 

domains

achievement, 

reduced risky 
behaviors)

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Activities 

designed to 

build 

confidence

Trained staff

Curriculum

Program 

supplies

DATA SOURCES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Measures of camper confidence
Parent report of confidence



Parent Perceptions of Developmental 
Outcomes (PPDO)

•Validated measure of parents’ perceptions of 
their child’s social-emotional development 
resulting from camp participation in five 
outcomes (Garst & Gagnon, 2016)

•Communication
•Responsibility
•Self-regulation
•Attitude
•Exploration



ACA’s Youth Outcomes Battery
Self-report scales developed and tested in 
camps with youth ages 7 and up

• Affinity for Nature
• Camp Connectedness
• Friendship Skills
• Independence
• Interest in Exploration
• Problem-Solving Confidence,
• Responsibility
• Spiritual Well-Being
• Teamwork



ACA’s Youth Outcomes Battery 2.0



Chart Chooser for Data Viz



To be added

◦ To be added

YDP 8040: Assessment and Evaluation of Youth Programs (Dr. Barry A. Garst)



To be added

◦ To be added



To be added

◦ To be added



Kellogg Foundation 
Evaluation Guide



Play It, Measure It

•Features three (3) of ACA’s outcomes scales 
(friendship skills, teamwork, and exploration)

•Ties each outcome area to specific  
games/activities that can be played in camp

•Sequence of activities that elicit a specific 
youth outcome that can be measured using 
ACA’s YOB



Make a Plan
HOW WILL YOU USE WHAT YOU LEARNED TODAY?



What’s your plan?

•AH-HA moments?

•Most relevant tips?

•One thing you’re going to do?

•Questions you still have?

Barry: bgarst@clemson.edu 

Ryan rjgagno@clemson.edu


